MOSS ON SPORT TURFS

by R. L. Morris,
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Moss invasion is one of the greatest problems with which greenkeepers are faced on turf areas under their control. Moss is often an embarrassment to them as its presence offends their professionalism, rightly so as neglect of essential cultural work is one of the root causes. Since these primitive plants have the ability to survive under a wide range of conditions, it is important to understand the factors that account for their presence in turf so that the correct control measures can be taken.

Retention of moisture at the surface is the key factor and may be due to shade, soil conditions or management, and often to a combination of all three.

Very little can be done about shade on established turf, but should be taken into account when siting a new area. Soil conditions are usually the greatest contributors to water retention. The soil type has an obvious bearing, for even on light soils settlement and compaction over the years tends to seal the surface, resulting in water retention in the sward.

Fibre build up in the upper profile caused by accumulation of debris gives a spongy layer that is very water retentive. This is perhaps the most frequent cause of moss development in the winter following a dry summer—such conditions have prevailed in the last two seasons. The fibre dries out badly and is difficult to wet up again. As a consequence sufficient water remains at the surface for development, but penetration into the
grass root zone is limited, and thus over a period of several years the overall strength of the sward declines. September to December is the period when most active root development takes place, and it is logical that restriction of water supply at this time will cause roots to become weaker, and seeking surface water, more shallow. This leads to a lack of competitive ability on the part of the grasses and unless remedial steps are taken, moss rapidly gets the upper hand.

There are two main groups of moss. The acrocarpous mosses, which are mostly cushion forming and generally have a fairly high light requirement, so that they are not normally found in a dense sward. This group is symptomatic of neglect (where the grass is starved out and thin) and over-close mowing (which places the grass under severe stress and reduces its strength—very noticeable where high spots are scalped) and the pleurocarpous or feathery mosses, which are far more general and may exist in quite pronounced patches where the grass is not competing satisfactorily, and often uniformly over the whole area in which moss can invade and take over if it is not checked.

From what has been said so far, it is clear that mosses are very adaptable and whilst chemical control is possible, their elimination will depend on the removal of the conditions conducive to their growth.

Good cultural practices involving year-round aeration using tines appropriate to the season are essential adjuncts of chemical control. These will open up the surface, enabling air and water to penetrate satisfactorily and, by improving air/water relationships in the soil, enable root strength to increase and the grass plant as a whole to become stronger—thereby enabling it to compete on better terms.
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So why not use an ATCO VARI-GANG MK.II and have two professionals on the job?

When you have cast your professional eye over it we believe you will agree with us that the latest Atco Vani-Gang Mk. II is professionally made for professional users like yourself. And here are a few reasons why —

Outstanding flexibility
Whether a single unit or a towed triple is required, higher multiples or even a mounted gang mower, the Atco Vani-Gang Mk. II can fulfill the need perfectly.

Simplicity —
Is the keynote — both of ganging and maintenance. Cutter change for example is but a moments work with a choice of 5 or 8 bladed heavy duty cutting cylinders.

Close mowing without scalping
A 15" wheel base ensures that turf undulations can be closely followed with the minimum risk of scalping, however severe they may be.

Finally — Wise Investment
The new Atco Vani-Gang has a lot to offer, so why not ask your nearest Atco distributor for a demonstration by ringing or writing to the address below. One can be arranged without obligation.

Charles H. Pugh Limited, Atco Works, Tilton Road
Birmingham B9 4PR. Phone 021-772-2524, 2551, 3892
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